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Hotel brands  have been integrating digital features  into their gues t experiences , but there is  more to be done. Image credit: Four Seasons

 
By NORA HOWE

Digitalization has rapidly become a top solution for reshaping the hospitality industry as it looks to recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Technological innovation is crucial to driving revenue, enhancing the guest experience and, ultimately, fueling
COVID-19 recovery. However, during a virtual webinar on Feb. 3 hosted by the International Hotel Luxury
Association, executives admitted that the hospitality industry is falling behind in digital integration.

"Technology will play an important role in helping our industry recover across an array of business processes, from
how we price and sell to how we deliver customer services," said Tim Harvey, CEO of Core Ideas and former
executive vice president of Hilton.

"Recovery will not be linear, so technology will also help companies achieve agility in their responses to changing
market conditions and, ultimately, improve operating margins."

Invest, integrate
While demands vary on a case-by-case basis and discovering the right solutions specific to a brand is important,
there are some general areas that will drive recovery.

With labor shortages, technology could become immensely helpful in controlling back-of-house operations and
making a limited workforce more productive.

"Labor productivity enhancements is one area where we will see services become more demand-related, where
there will be more direct interaction between services people and guests," Mr. Harvey said. "Through technology,
when guests make requests, hotels can better schedule and manage labor."

There are major opportunities for technological innovation and investment when it comes to guest services. Brands
should be figuring out ways to make all touchpoints easier for guests to enhance their experiences.
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Marriott's  Marriott Bonvoy App includes  a mobile key, remote concierge services  and more. Image credit: Marriott Bonvoy

While check-in and concierge services were quickly digitalized due to safety restrictions, guests are now expecting
similar capabilities from the comfort of their rooms.

"We have been pushing the contactless and remote-use technology into guest rooms to match what guests have been
used to doing in their own homes," said Nelson Garrido, senior vice president of IT  at Brookfield Property Group.
"Most of our brand partners all have their own apps and are absolutely leveraging those."

For instance, to better understand what drives guest satisfaction, Four Seasons plans to optimize data and
technology to enable a more personalized guest experience.

With usage growing by nearly 300 percent since 2019, the Four Seasons app enables guests and residents to control
their experience and engage with real employees on the property. New app and chat features, such as mobile key,
mobile payments and updates to the restaurant and bar digital experience, will be unveiled in the near future (see
story).

With in-room technology, it is  all about instant gratification guests are not interested in being on hold or waiting in
line. Further, hotels can make suggestions to make the experience easier.

"With a guestroom tablet, they can put a food order in right then and there," Mr. Garrido said. "We even saw an uptick
on the average check that from a room service perspective at a particular hotel.

"You can do suggestive selling right there on the tablet while they are ordering, again, making it easy for the guests."

The panelists agreed that these are not new technologies or new ideas, but that hotels are simply not investing and
integrating at a fast enough rate to keep up with growing demand, and, eventually, they will be forced to adapt.

Personalizing hospitality
While technology can make things logistically easier for both guests and brands, it also provides hotels
opportunities to personalize the guest experience, which in turn, could optimize revenue.

"There are many creative ways where we can utilize technology to, not just upsell, but really hone in on what our
guests like," said Judy Chen, vice president of development at Dream Hotel Group.
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Bryte's  AI-powered Res torative Bed aims  to provide hotel gues ts  optimum comfort during their s tay. Image credit: Bryte

Sleep technology company Bryte partnered with various luxury hotels and resorts to bring consumers a new and
restorative sleeping experience that could help improve stay experience and consumers' willingness to return to
certain hotels. Its  Restorative Bed utilizes real-time technology that intuitively adjusts to an individual's specific sleep
needs and preferences (see story).

Hotels should be looking to advance all touchpoints of the guest experience, from physical comfort and food
preferences to activities. By removing the burden of certain processes, guests focus on enjoying other elements of
their stays.

Research from Ritz-Carlton found that luxury hospitality guests are looking forward to tech-enabled travel
experiences, with intelligent services enhancing the overall quality of a trip. Properties must strike a balance
between the practical, convenient factors of high tech and the human, communicative element of high touch (see
story).

"If utilized properly, there are many great advantages to technology that can help remove the things that people do
not necessarily care about day-to-day," Ms. Chen said.

"Are robots going to replace everything in the future no," she said. "The human touchpoint and interaction will
remain the same, but we need to look at how to balance the happiness of our guests, staff shortages and maintaining
brand integrity."
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